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Finitely many coins are placed on distinct squares of a semi-infinite linear board 
ruled into squares numbered 0, 1, 2,... Each of the two players alternately moves a 
coin to a lower unoccupied square, at most k squares from its present position, 
where k is an arbitrary fixed positive integer. The player first unable to move loses 
and his opponent wins. We give complete solutions for the case of two coins for any 
k; and for any number of coins when k = 2”’ - 1 (m 2 1). We also prove that, for 
any k, the SpragueGrundy function of the game is invariant under translations of 
coins by k + 1. 8 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The game of Welter is played on a semi-infinite linear board ruled into 
squares labeled 0, 1, 2,... from its left end, with a finite number of coins 
initially placed on distinct squares (see Fig. 1). Each player at his turn 
selects a coin and moves it to an arbitrary smaller unoccupied square, 
possibly skipping over several coins. Thus in Fig. 1, the coin on square 7 
can move to one of the squares 6, 5, 2, or 0. The player first unable to 
move-when the coins are jammed in the first few positions of the 
board-is the loser, and his opponent the winner. 
We cite from Berlekamp [ 11: 
“The game of... Welter... has had an important place among combinatorial games.... 
Its solution is easy to state, difficult to prove, even harder to generalize to almost 
any other nonisomorphic game (no matter how small the difference between the 
other game and Welter...)“. 
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FIG. 1. A position in Welter’s game. 
In this paper we consider the following generalization of Welter: Let k be 
a natural number. The rules of k-Welter, as we shall call the generalization, 
are those of Welter, with the additional restriction that on every move at 
most k squares can be traversed. Thus for k = 3, a coin on square 9 can be 
moved only to an unoccupied square numbered 8,7, or 6. 
The game k-Welter is clearly a generalization of Welter, since if an initial 
placement of coins is given with the furthest coin on square n, then 
k-Welter for k 3 II reduces to Welter. 
The game k-Nim is played as Nim, except that at most k tokens can be 
removed from a pile at each move. Since k-Nim is a generalization of Nim 
which is easy to analyze, it was felt that also k-Welter might be analyzable. 
In Section 2 we summarize some of the results on Welter and introduce 
notations. In Section 3 we give a complete solution for the case of two 
coins and any k, and in Section 4 we solve completely the case k = 2” - 1 
for any m 3 1, and any number of coins. In the final Section 5 we show that 
for any k, the Sprague-Grundy function of k-Welter is invariant under 
translation of coins by k + 1. This shows that the game is completely 
determined by its smallest residues mod(k + 1). 
2. THE SOLUTION OF WELTER'S GAME 
If S is a finite subset of Z$,, the set of nonnegative integers, let 
minS=min{a:aES) and mex S = min s’, 
where S’ is the complement of S with respect to .!&. Thus mex ( 1,2,4 > = 0 
and mex{O, 1, 3, 5, 6) = 2. 
An option or follower of a game position A is any position reachable in 
one move from A. The set of all options of A is denoted by F(A). The 
Sprague-Grundy function (g: set of game positions + Z&), is defined by 
g(A) = mex g(F(A)). The g-function is helpful in determining the strategy 
of games such as Welter. For example, every 0 of g is a P-position, that is, a 
position A such that the Previous player (the one playing to A) can win, 
and every P-position is a 0 of g. 
The sum or disjunctive compound of games is a finite collection of games 
such that each player at his turn selects a game of the collection and makes 
a move in it. The player unable to move loses, his opponent wins. Since the 
g-function of a sum of games is the Nim-sum of their g-values, it follows 
that two games have the same g-value if and only if their sum is a 
P-position. 
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Write [a, 1 a2 1 . . .I a,] for the Welter function, that is, the g-value of the 
Welter position with coins on squares a,, u2,..., a,. One of the easiest ways 
of computing the g-function is the mating method: Mate those two of the 
numbers a,, a2,..., a, which are congruent the highest power of 2. Select a 
pair of mates from the remaining n - 2 numbers by the same method and 
so on until we have mated all except possibly one of the numbers (the 
spinsters), say as 
(ail, ai2), (ai3, Q) ,..., and possibly s. 
Then 
where s = 0 if IZ is even, 0 and C’ (below) denote Nim-sum, and [a / b] = 
(u@b)- 1. 
A symmetric form of the Welter function is 
where the muting function (a lb) is defined as 
if a= b, 
if ueb(mod2”) but a + b (mod2”+‘). 
Note that the binary encoding of 2”+’ - 1 consists of n + 1 binary l-bits. 
The game of Welter was invented and treated by Sprague in 1937 [4] as 
a variation of Nim. A fuller analysis was given by Welter in 1954 [5]. A 
simplified theory is given in Conway [3, Chap. 131. It is also discussed in 
Berlekamp, Conway, and Guy [2, Chap. 151. 
We will denote by W(a,, a2,..., a,) the Sprague-Grundy function of the 
game k-Welter with coins at the distinct positions a,, a2,.~., a,,. 
Notation. (i) Throughout x’ ranges over all the options F(x) of X, 
except where otherwise stated. 
(ii) It is convenient to write k’ for k + 1. 
For piles of sizes a,, a, ,..., a, in k-Nim we have, 
g(al,a2,..., a,)=mex g(X)=r,0r2@ ... or,, 
where 
X = ((6, r2,..., I,), (rl, rk,.., r,),..., (rl, r2,..., rL)i, 61) 
and where ri is the least nonnegative residue of a, mod k+ and ri is the 
least nonnegative residue of a: mod k + (1 d i d n). 
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3. Two COINS 
In this section we solve completely k-Welter for two coins and for any k. 
DEFINITION 1. Let D(k, r) = mex S,(k, r), where S,(k, r) = (r’ Or: r’ = 
0, l,..., k] and k, r are given nonnegative integers. 
EXAMPLES. We have 0(7,5)=mex{0+5=5,4,7,6, l,O, 3,7@5=2} 
= 8. It follows that D(6, 5) = 2. Also D(k, r) > 0 if and only if k 3 r. 
LEMMA 1. Let S,(k, r) = {r’ 0 Y: r’ > k}. Then D(k, v) = rnin S,(k, r). 
Proof: The sets S, and S, are complementary with respect to ZO, since 
II E .Z& implies y1= r’ @I r (for r’ = IZ 0 r). 1 
We now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. For k-Welter with two coins at positions a, and a2, the 
Sprague-Grundy function W is given by 
Wal, aA= (r, 0r2) - 1if rl fr2, D(k, r) - 1 if rl = r2 = r, 
where the ri are the least nonnegative residues of ai mod k+, that is, ri--. rzi 
(modk’) andO<r;<k (iE{l,2}). 
ProoJ: Induction on a, + a*. First, the terminal position of a, = 0 and 
a2 = 1 must have Sprague-Grundy value 0, and this is what the formula 
gives: (0 0 1) - 1 = 0. Suppose the assertion holds for all positions (il, i2) 
with i,+i,<a,+a,. Consider the position (a,, a,), and let J?’ = 
{ Wf4, 4, W(a,, ah)>. 
Case I. Suppose rl = r2 = r. By induction, 
A+‘= {(r’@r)- 1: r’=O, l,..., r ,..., k}, 
where the notation (x1, x2,..., Xi ,..., xm} denotes the set {xi, x2 ,..., xM}\xl. 
To see that r’ does indeed range over (0, l,..., r ,..., k}, we make two 
observations: Since both coins start at positions whose residue is r, it 
follows that (a) the value r is not a possible value of r’ and (b) if the board 
end blocks one of the coins from achieving the full range of values of r’, 
then the other coin must be out of range of the board end. 
By definition, mex{ r’@ r: r’ = 0, l,..., k} = D(k, r). Only when r’ = r do 
we get 0. Hence 
(r’ or: r’ = 0, l,..., r ,..., k} = { 1, 2 ,..., d(k, r) ,... }. 
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Since k 3 Y we have D(k, Y) 3 1, and so 
mex ((r’@r)-l:r’=O, l,..., F ,..., k)=D(k,r)-1. 
Case II. Suppose r1 # r2. Again we examine the set J?‘. First we 
consider that subset .Af c J&‘, where r; # r2 and r; # rI. By the induction 
hypothesis, 
N=((r;@r,)-l,(r,@r;)--1: the r: (ie{l,2)) range over 
the options as defined for the set X in (1) (for n = 2) except 
that r; # r2, r; # rl >. 
We begin by showing that mex ,,/lr = (rl @ rz) - 1. In order to show this we 
use the result for k-Nim (end of Section 2) namely, 
{r;@rZ,r1@r;:ther~(iQ1,2})rangeoverX}={0, 1,2 ,..., rI@r2 ,... }. 
If we now add the constraints r’, # r2 and r; # r1 we have 
(r;@r,,r,@r;: ri (i6{1,2}) range over X except that r; fr,, r;# rl> 
= { 1, 2,..., r1 0 r,,...}. 
Since r1 # r2 we have r1 0 r2 > 0. Hence it follows that mex .Jf = 
(rl 0 r2) - 1. 
We next show that mex J&’ = mex JV. By the induction hypothesis, only 
numbers D(k, ri) - 1 (in { 1,2}) are in J?‘\J’. Hence it remains only to 
show that D(k, ri) # rI @ r2 (ie { 1,2)). By Lemma 1, D(k, rl) = r’@ rl for 
some r’ > k. Hence 
D(k, rl) = r, Or, * k < r’ = r2 <k, 
a contradiction. g 
We remark that Case II of the proof follows immediately from 
Corollary 4 below. However, it is convenient to prove Theorem 1 indepen- 
dently of that result. 
Since the expression D(k, r) features in the formula for W(a,, a,), we end 
this section by giving several methods for computing D(k, r). Let 
1, = {j>O: there is a l-bit in the jth position from the right 
in the binary encoding if r}, 
0, = (j > 0: there is a O-bit in the jth position from the right 
in the binary encoding of r >. 
THEOREM 2. Let m = D(k, r). Then 1, c 0,. 
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Proof: By Lemma 1, m = r’ @ r for some r’ > k. Suppose that our asser- 
tion is false. Then there exists jE 1, n 1,. Hence jE O,.. Let r” be r’ with the 
jth bit changed to 1: r” = r’(O 7 ‘). Then r” 0 r = m’ = m( l f “) < m. Since 
r” > r’ > k, Lemma 1 implies m’ > D(k, r) = m, a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 1. We have D(k, r) = r’@ r for the smallest r’ E {k + 1, 
k+2,...} satisfying 1,~ l,.. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 1, m = r’ @ r for some r’ > k such that m is minimal. 
By Theorem 2 this implies 1, c l,.,. Suppose there exists r” satisfying 
r’>r”>k and 1,~ l,,,. Then r”@r=r”--r<r’-r=r’@r=m, con- 
tradicting the minimality ofm. m 
COROLLARY 2. We have D(k, r)=min,,,{k+i-r: 1,~ lk+i}. 1 
Note. The set of P-positions for two coins in Welter is trivially 
((2n, 212 + 1): y1 E To}. The first part of Theorem 1 shows that, similarly, 
positions with least nonnegative residues of the form (2r, 2r + 1) 
mod (k + 1) are P-positions in k-Welter. The nontrivial second part of 
Theorem 1 shows that there is an additional type of P-position without 
parallel in Welter, namely the case when D(k, r) = 1. This holds, for 
example, for k = r = 4, as is seen from Corollary 2. Thus in 4-Welter, two 
coins in positions 4 and 9 form a P-position of the new type. 
4. THE CASE k=2”- 1 
In this section we give a complete solution for W(a,, a2,..., a,) when 
k=2”-1 for any m>l. 
THEOREM 3. If k= 2”- 1 for any m3 1, then W(a,, a2,..., a,,) is the 
least nonnegative residue of [a, 1 a2 1 . . . 1 a,,] mod k+, that is, 
W(a,, a2,..., a,)-[a,(a,I...Ia,] (modk’), 06 Wdk. 
For the proof we require a number of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. If k = 2” - 1 (m 3 1 ), then the following holds for any integers 
a, b, c: 
(i) azb (modk+)oa@c-b@c (modk’), 
(ii) a=b (modk+)+(aIc)-(b/c) (mod2k+). 
ProoJ: Note that for k+ = 2”, the congruence a = b (mod k+) holds if 
and only if the m least significant bits of the binary encodings of a and b 
are identical. 
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This observation proves directly the equivalence of the two congruences 
of (i); and it also proves (ii). 1 
Notations. We denote by G(a,, a2 ,..., a,) the least nonnegative residue 
of [al ( a2 / . . . 1 a,] (mod k+). So to prove Theorem 3 we will show PV= G. 
Further, let K= (0, l,..., k). If a is any integer, we denote by ai the i-th bit 
of its binary encoding (i > 0). 
LEMMA 3. If k=2”- l(m 2 l), then the function G(x, a,,..., a,) qf x 
(with domain restricted to K) is a bijection K + K. 
ProoJ: The proof depends on a “bit” argument. Suppose that 
WG al ,..., a,) = G(y, a, ,..., a,). Then 
C~l~~I~~~I~,l~C~l~~/~~~I~,,l (mod k + ). 
From the symmetric form of the Welter function and from Lemma 2 it then 
follows that 
x@(xla,)@ ... @(xla,)=y@(yla,)@ ... @(Aa,,) (modk’). 
Let us pair off the terms 
0 ... @((xla,)O(yla,)) (modk +I~ 
Since k+ = 2”, the m least significant bits of the binary encodings of both 
sides of this congruence are identical. 
Consider first the 0th bit on the right. From the definition of the mating 
function, (U I u)’ = 1 for any u and v. Since there is an even number of 
mating functions on the right, the 0th bit is 0, that is, (x0 y)” = 0, or 
x0 = y”. 
Suppose we already showed xi = y’ for all i < j. Then x = y (mod 2’). By 
Lemma 2(ii), (xl U) = (y I U) (mod 2’+‘) for any U. This implies (x / u)’ = 
(yl u)‘. Therefore the jth bit on the right must be 0, which implies xi= y’. 
Thus xr y (mod k+). 
This proves that G is l-to-l on K. Since K is finite, it is also onto. 
LEMMA 4. lf k+ =2” (m> l), then a, =b, (mod k+) implies 
G(al, azr..., 4 = G(b,, a2 ,... , a,). 
Proof. By Lemma 2 and the symmetric form of the Welter function, 
a, z b, (mod k+) implies 
Hence G(a,, a2 ,..., a,) = G(b,, u2 ,..., a,). n 
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COROLLARY 3. If k+ = 2” (m 3 l), then airbi (mod k’) for i= 
1, 2 ,..., n implies G(a,, a2 ,..., a,,) = G(b,, b, ,..., b,). 
ProoJ: Since G is symmetric in all its arguments, the proof follows by 
repeated application of Lemma 4. 1 
DEFINITION 2. A minimum representation of the position (a,, a2,..., a,) is 
a position (rl, r2 ,..., r,), where 
(a) ri = a, (mod k+) for i= 1,2 ,..., n, and 
(b) all the ri are as small as possible. 
Note that aside from permuting coins on locations which are congruent 
mod k+, a minimum representation is uniquely determined. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Given a position (a,, a2,..., a,,) of a k-Welter game 
r,. It suffices to show: 
(i) The value G(a,, a?,..., a,) is distinct from the values 
{ G(4, a2,..., a,), G(a,, a; ,..., a,) ,..., G(a,, a, ,..., a;)} of all the options 
(4, a2,..., a,), (a,, &.., a,),..., (a,, a2,..., 4) of (aI, a2,..., a,). 
(ii) For any nonnegative integer G’ < G(a,, a2,..., a,), there exists an 
option, say (a;, a2 ,..., a,), such that G’ = G(a;, a2 ,..., a,). 
Suppose that G(a;, a2 ,..., a,) = G(a,, a2 ,..., a,) for some option a; of a,. 
Let rl 3 a, (mod k+) and r; =a; (mod k+) with rl, r; EK. By twice 
applying Lemma 4, 
G(r,, a2,..., a,) = (36, a2,..., a,), 
which implies r, = r; by Lemmma 3. By the rules of the k-Welter game r,, 
we also have 0 < a, -a; d k. Hence a, and a; cannot have equal residues 
mod k+. This contradiction establishes (i). 
For proving (ii), let (rl, r2 ,..., r,) be a minimum representation of 
(a,, a2 ,..., a,). By Corollary 3, G(a,, a2 ,..., a,) = G(rl, r2 ,..., r,). From the 
definition of G we thus have, 
G’ < G(a,, a2 ,,.., a,) = G(r,, r2 ,..., r,) < [rl ) r2) . . . 1 rn]. 
Since [rl ) r2 / . . I r,] is the Sprague-Grundy function of a Welter game r 
with coins at rl, r2 ,..., r,, there exists an option r; (say) of rI in r such that 
G’= [r; /r,l I.. Ir,]. Since G’< G< k, it follows from the definition of G 
that 
G(r;, r2,..., r,) = [r; I r2 1 . . . I rn] = G’. 
From the definition of minimum representation it follows that r; s rl 
(mod k+): for either rl d k, in which case the board end prevents any 
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option of r1 congruent to rl mod k+ ; or rl > k, but then all the lower 
positions congruent to r1 mod k+ are occupied, so again r; 9 r1 (mod k+ ). 
Let Z= {i: a,zq (mod k+)}. F or every iE I define ai by ai ZG r’, 
(modk’), in the range a,-k+<ai<a,. Let Z,={~EZ: ai>O}. Since 
G(r; > r27.v r,) = G’, Corollary 3 implies 
G(a, ,..., a; ,..., a,) = G’ for all i E I,. 
It remains to show that a move of the form ai -+ ai is possible in Z, 
for some ie Z,. In Z, there are IZ,l coins at positions a, (iE I,), and /ZOl 
potential possibilities for a;. In Z there are IZ,i coins at the lowest positions 
congruent to rl mod k’ from which the move rl -+ r; is possible, that is, r; 
is not blocked. If the move ai+ ai would be blocked in Z, for every iE IO, 
then in Z there would be lZ0l coins at the lowest positions-r’r (mod k’), 
and hence r; would be blocked in Z. Thus the move aj-+ a: is indeed 
possible in Z, for some i G Z,, proving that W(a, , u2,..., a,) = 
G(a,, a2,.-, a,). I 
5. AN INVARIANT OF k-WELTER 
The result of Section 3 and Lemma 4 suggest that, just as in k-Nim, 
k-Welter may depend only on the residues of the position numbers of the 
coins mod k+. In the present section we prove this for any number of coins, 
Throughout this section we use the following notation: 
(a) a(r) = a + rk+ for any integer r, so a(0) = a. 
(b) When the sum of two games is played, Roman, numeral sub- 
scripts on the position variables will be used to distinguish between the 
games. For example, all( - 1) denotes position a L k + in game II. 
(c) Let U= (a,, a2 ,..., a,}. Then W(U)= @‘(a,, a, ,..., a,). 
The main result of this section is that W(a,, az,..., a,) depends only on 
the residues of the ai (mod k + ) (1~ i < n). We state this as 
THEOREM 4. Let (a,, a2 ,..., a,) and (b,, b2 ,..., b,) be two k-Welter 
position such that ai = bi (mod k+) for i = 1,2 ,..,, n. Then W (a,, a2 ,..., a,) = 
Wb,, bz,..., b,). 
This implies immediately the following result. 
COROLLARY 4. Zf all the ai are distinct mod k+, then W(a,, a2,..., a,) = 
[rl 1 r2) ... 1 r,,], where (rl, r2 ,..., r,) is the minimum representation of 
(aI, a2,.-., a,) (see Definition 2). 
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Proof: If all the ai are distinct mod k+, then Theorem 4 implies 
WaI, a2,.-, a,) = WrI, r 2 ,..., r,). Since ri6 k (1 d id n), the game k-Welter 
with coins in positions rl, r2,..., r,, is identical with the game Welter with 
coins in positions rl, r2 ,..., rn. 1 
For proving Theorem 4, note that W(a,, a2,..., a,) is symmetric in all its 
arguments. Suppose for the moment, without loss of generality, that 
ai # a,( - 1) for i = 2, 3,..., n. Then it suffices to show the lesser result 
WaI 3 a2,.-, a,) = WaI( - 11, a2,..., a,), (2) 
where only one coin, that at a,, has been displaced by -k+. Indeed, given 
any two congruent k-Welter positions such as described in Theorem 4, we 
can always find a finite sequence of single coin - k+-displacements in one 
or the other of the games that aligns the two games. 
To show this, consider all the ai and bj congruent to a,. By the 
transitivity of the congruence relation, the number of the als is the same as 
the number of b,?s. Since W is symmetric in its arguments we can assume, 
without loss of generality, that 
a, Ea2s ..- sa,eb,rb,s ... sb, (modk’), 
where a, =C a, < . . . < a, and b, < b, =c ‘. . -c b,. 
We begin by comparing a, and bl and -k+ displacing the larger of 
the two until they are aligned. We continue in this way, always -k+ 
displacing the larger of the pair (ai, bJ until they are aligned. 
Having aligned a, and b,, we can now align the next congruence class, 
no coin of which can collide with any coin of the first congruence class. 
In this way the two games can be aligned by a finite sequence of 
-k +-displacements. 
It thus suffices to show (2). However, (2) is too thin to be proved easily 
directly. What will be proved is a slight generalization of (2), namely 
Theorem 5 below. Toward this end we introduce the notion of properly 
paired positions. 
DEFINITION 3. (i) A l-to-l mapping 0: UC Z0 + To is called a proper 
pairing if for every u E U, C(U) is either u(0) or u( 1). 
(ii) The property that u is mapped into one of two values, u(0) or 
u( 1 ), is called the binary property (see Fig. 2). 
1: 
u(O) V(l) 
FIG. 2. The notion of a proper pairing. 
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(iii) If I/= o(U) where CJ is a proper pairing, then we say that U is 
well paired to V, less formally, U and V are well paired. 
Note. If V= C(U) where CJ is a proper pairing, then 0 is a bijection from 
U onto V. The inverse 0-i is not in general a proper pairing, but it also 
satisfies an obvious binary property. 
We investigate proper pairings in the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 5 (Uniqueness). Given that U is well paired to V, the proper 
pairing is unique. 
Proof. Let (T and y be two proper pairings of U to I’. Let a be the 
smallest integer for which a(a) # y(a). Without loss of generality we assume 
a(a) = a(O), y(a) = a( 1). Since both CJ and y are bijections, they each have 
an inverse mapping which we denote by c ’ and y-i. We make the follow- 
ing observations. 
(a) We have a E V, since a(a) = a. 
(b) We have a( - 1) E U and y(a( - 1)) = a. Indeed, since y(a) - a(1) 
it follows that y-‘(a(l))= a, hence y-‘(a) #a, therefore a( - 1)~ U and 
y-‘(a)=a(-1). 
(c) Since o(a)=a, it follows that o(a(-l))#a, so @(a( -l))# 
?(a( - 1)). But a( - 1) < a, contradicting the fact that a is the smallest value 
for which cs # y. 1 
LEMMA 6 (Domino). Let CJ be a proper pairing of U to V. 
(A) Zf {a(O), a(1) ,..., a(N)} c U, then: 
(i) @(a(O)) =a(l) ’ pl. zm zes a(a(Z))=a(l+ 1) for 1E (0, l?..., N), 
hence {a(l), a(2) ,..., a(N+ 1)} c V. 
(ii) a(a(N)) = a(N) implies a(a(l)) = a(E) for IE {O, l,..., N), hence 
(a(O), 41 I,..., a(N)} = V. 
(B) rf {a(O), a(1) ,..., a(N)} c V, then: 
(i) o(a(0)) = a(0) implies o(a(l)) = a(Z) for /G (0, l,..., N}, hence 
(a(O), a(l),..., a(N)) = U. 
(ii) o(a(N- 1)) = a(N) implies o(a(E- 1)) = a(l) IE (0, I,..., N), 
hence {a( - l), a(O) ,..., a(N- 1)} c U. 
Proof See Fig. 3 for an illustration of this lemma. 
(A)(i) Induction on the displacement 1: the induction hypothesis is 
a(a(Z)) = a(l+ l), and we must show a(a(l+ I)) = a(E + 2). Since g is l-to-l 
a(a(E + 1)) # a(Z + 1). From the binary property of CT it thus follows that 
o(a(l+ l))=a(l+2). 
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FIG. 3. An illustration of Lemma 6. Given that the points depicted by squares are in the 
domain or range of o and that the relation depicted by a solid line is in (T, then it follows that 
the points depicted by circles are in the domain or range of CT, and that the relations depicted 
by broken lines are in 6. 
(A)(ii) Here the induction hypothesis is a(a(N- 1)) = a(N- I). Since (T is 
l-to-l, o(a(N-Z- l))#a(N-1), hence the binary property of rr implies 
a(a(N- I- 1)) = a(N- I- 1). 
(B) The last two cases of the lemma can be argued by symmetry: The 
definition of proper pairing implies hat CJ-I: V-t U is l-to-l and for every 
UE V, (~-i(u) is either v(O) or v( - 1). That is, 6l also satisfies a binary 
property. Therefore, 0-l acting in V on a lattice of points a(O), a( - l),..., 
a( -N) is constrained in exactly the same way as is 0 acting in U on the 
lattice b(O), 6(l),..., b(N). That is, the properties we proved about (r are 
also true about g-l. This can be seen by interchanging U and V and 
interchanging left and right in the sequencing of the lattice. Geometrically 
this corresponds to rotating the first two drawings of Fig. 3 by 180” (and 
reversing the arrow directions). 1 
Given that U is well paired to V, we now give some transformations 
under which the pairing remains invariant. 
LEMMA 7 (Invariant transformations). Let o be a proper pairing of U 
to V. Then each of the following transformations produces a new pairing: 
Restriction. Any restriction of CJ to a subset of U or the inverse of 
any restriction of 0-I to a subset of V, is again a proper pairing of the 
restricted U to the restricted V. 
Extension. Ifa$Uanda$V(a(l)$V), thenau{a,a} (~u{a,a(l)}) 
is a proper pairing of 6= Uu (a} to I;= Vu {a} (P= Vu {a(l)}). 
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Shijls (see Fig. 4). 
(A) Upper shifts: Given that (a(O), a(l),..., a(N)} c U. 
(i) Right upper shift (RUS). If IT(~) =a(l) and a(N+ l)# U, then 
if x=a(l)for 1E (1, Z!,..., N+ l} 
if x=a 
otherwise, 
is a proper pairing of 0= Uu {a(N$l)>\{a} to 8= V. 
(ii) Left upper shift (LUS). If o(a(N)) = a(N) and a( - 1) $ U, 
then 
I 
40 if x=a(l- 1)for ZE (0, l,..., N} 
B(x) = undefined if x=a(N) 
4x1 otherwise, 
is a proper pairing of 0= Uu {a( -l))\{a(N)) to P= V. 
(3) Lower shifts: Given that {a(O), a( 1) ,,.., a(N)) c V. 
(i) Right lower shift (RLS). If o(a) = a and a(N+ 1) 4 I’, then 
B(x) = 
i 
a(l+ 1) if x = u(Z) for ZE (0, l,..., NJ 
4x) otherwise, 
is a proper pairing of C7= Ii to P= Vu (a(N+ l))\{a>. 
FIG. 4. The four shift transformations. An unfilled circle indicates an initially vacant 
position. The solid lines represent G, the broken ones 6. (a) Right upper shift (RUS), (b) left 
upper shift (LUS), (c) right lower shift (RLS), (d) left lower shift (LLS). 
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(ii) Left lower shift (LLS). If o(a(N- l))=a(N) and a( -l)$ V, 
then 
c?(x) = 
a(Z- 1) if x=a(Z- 1)for ZE (0, l,.., N) 
4x) otherwise, 
is a proper pairing of ii= U to P= Vu {a( - l)}\(a(N)}. 
ProoJ: It is clear that a restriction and an extension of any proper 
pairing is again a proper pairing. Therefore we need be concerned only 
with the shifts. We begin with (B)(i) (RLS), depicted in Fig. 4c. 
From Lemma 6(B)(i) we know that a(a(Z)) =a(Z) for ZG (0, l,..., N} 
and {a(O), u(l),..., u(N)) c U. We first show that 8 is l-to-l. Suppose 
6(x) = cq y ). 
(a) If x, .Y$ (401, 41),..., 4N)}, then 
CT(x) = 6(x) = 6(y) = fJ( y) 3 x = y, 
since c is l-to-l. 
(b) If x= u(Z,) and y = a(Z,) for I,, Z2 E (0, l,..., N}, then 
u(z,+1)=c?(x)=d(y)=u(z,+1)*z,=z,+-x=y. 
(c) If x=u(Z) for some ZE (0, l,..., N} but y$ {u(O), u(l) ,..., u(N)}, 
then u(Z+ 1) = g(x) = B(y) = a(v). N ow 8(x)=u(z+1)*161+16N+1, 
and o(y)=u(Z+l)~Z+13N+l or Z+ldO. Hence Z=N. But then 
a(v) = a( N + 1 ), a contradiction, since a( N + 1) $ V. 
Thus 6 is l-to-l. The binary property, that 8(x) is either x(0) or x(1) 
obviously holds. Hence ~5 is a proper pairing. 
The proof of the other cases is very similar to that of (B)(i) and is 
therefore omitted. 1 
THEOREM 5. If U is well paired to V, then W(U) = W(V). 
Note. The lesser result (2) is implied by Theorem 5, since 
(ai( - l), u2 ,..., a,) is well paired to (a,, u2 ,..., a,). Thus Theorem 5 implies 
Theorem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 5. To show W(U) = W(V), it suffices to show that the 
sum of the two k-Welter games-game I with coins at the positions of U 
and game II with coins at the positions of V-is a P-position (second 
player win). 
The end position of the sum game is (U,, V,), where U, = VO= (0, l,..., 
n - 1 }, so U,, is well paired to V, by the identity mapping. Moreover, 
(U,, V,) is reached in a finite number of steps. Therefore it suffices to show 
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that for any k-Welter move of the first player in either of the two games, U 
or I’, there is a response of the second player in one of the games, produc- 
ing positions 0 and P such that ii is well paired to I? 
Let d denote the proper pairing from U to I’. For any move of a coin 
from a to b (notation: a+b) in U (V), we would like to respond by 
moving the token at o(a) in V(o-‘(a) in U) by the same amount, a - b. We 
shall call this response the Standard Response (SR). Invoking the SW 
clearly results in well-paired positions. Incidentally, recall that by the rules 
of the game, 1 <a-b<k. 
What if the SR is blocked? This can happen either because a-b steps 
goes beyond the left end of the board, or because there is already a coin in 
that position. 
We consider first the case where the board-end blocks the SR. This can 
happen only when the corresponding coin in the other game is within a - h 
steps of the board-end. Since CT(X) 3 x for ail x, it must be that the first 
player’s move was in gameI1, and that oP’(a)=u(-l)<a-b<k+. 
Hence a( - 2) < 0. The situation is shown in Fig. 5. The letter it4 denotes 
“move” and R “response” in Fig. 5 and in subsequent figures. 
Now a( - 1) $ V; since if it were, then by Lemma 6(B)(ii), ~‘(a(- I)) = 
a( -2), which is impossible since a( - 2) < 0. Therefore the SR can be 
replaced by the move blI + a,,( - 1). This can be thought of as an LLS of 
Lemma 7 with N= 0, and therefore the new positions are well paired. 
The rest of the analysis is concerned with finding a proper response when 
the SR is blocked by a coin already occupying that position. We can divide 
all moves into four cases, as follows: 
Case I. The move a -+ b is in game I and either 
(0) o(u) = u(O), or 
(1) a(a)=u(l). 
Case II. The move a --+ b is in game II and either 
(0) fs -‘(a) = u(O), or 
(1) 0-l (u)=u(-1). 
FIG. 5. Conventions for this and all subsequent tigures: solid lines represent initial 
pairings, broken lines: final pairings; M denotes “move” and R “response.” 
582a/46/1-2 
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FIG. 6. The new pairing includes both (b,, b,,(l)) and (a,, n,,(l)). 
We dispose of the two easy cases first: 
Case 1, (see Fig. 6). The SR would have us move a,,( 1) + b,,( 1 ), and 
we are supposing that this move is blocked, that is b( 1) E V. Since b $ U, it 
follows from the binary property of ~-l that o-‘(b(l))= b(l), hence 
b(l)E U. 
Respond with b,( 1) -+ a,. 
This new position can be viewed as a LUS of Lemma 7 with N= 0 (and a 
replaced by b). Therefore the new positions are well paired. 
Case II, (see Fig. 7). The SR is a, 4 b,, and we are supposing that 
this response is blocked, that is, b E U. Since b $ V, the binary property of G 
implies that o(b) = b( 1 ), so b( 1) E V. 
Respond with b,,( 1) + a,, . 
This new position can be viewed as an LLS of Lemma 7 with N = 0 (and a 
replaced by 6). Thus the new positions are well paired. 
We must next tackle the more difficult cases. 
Case To (see Figs. 8 and 9). The SR is a,, --t b,,. Since we are sup- 
posing that this move is blocked, we have b E V. 
Consider the sequence of locations 
a,(- 11, M- 11, d--2), M-2), d-3), M-3),.... (3) 
b o b(l) 
FIG. 7. The new pairing includes both (b,. b,,) and (a,, a,,). 
bk31 d-31 bk2) at-21 b&O d-1) b o 
FIG. 8. The case u(a) = a and the first vacancy occurs at a,( -3). 
We will first show that there is a vacancy in this sequence. In fact, we will 
show that the subsequence 
M - 11, M -2),..., M -N) 
must have a vacancy, where N is defined by 0 d b( -N) d k. For assume 
not, that is, {b( - l), b( -2) ,..., b( - N) > c V. Since b 6 U, the binary 
property of 0-l implies a(b( - 1)) = 6. By Lemma 6(B)(ii), it follows that 
b( -N - 1) E U, which is a contradiction, since b( -N- 1) < 0. Therefore 
there is a vacancy. 
Now the first vacancy of the sequence (3) can occur at a,( -L) or at 
b,,( -L) for some L E [ 1, N]. This leads to the following two subcases. 
Subcase a (see Fig. 8). The first vacancy occurs in game I at a,( -L). 
Respond with b,( - L + 1) + a,( -L). 
To show that this response is even possible, we must first show that there is 
a coin at b,(-L+l). If L=l, then b,(-L+l)=b,, and the move A4 
of the first player put a coin there. If L > 1, then since 
bII(0),b,,( - l),...,b,,( - L + 2) appear in (3) before ai( - L), it follows that 
(b(O), b( - l),...,b( - L + 2)) c V. Since o(b( - 1)) = b, Lemma 6(B)(ii) 
implies b(-L+ 1)~ U. 
The response b,( - L + 1) -3 a,( -L) produces a position which can be 
viewed as a LUS on (a(O), a( - l),..., a(-L+l)} with N=L-1, vacating 
ai(O) and filling a,( - L), followed by a RUS on {b( - 1), b( -2),..., 
b( - L + 1)) with N = L - 2, vacating b,( -L + 1) and filling b,(O). (But 
note that o(b( - L)) = b( - L + 1) both before and after the two moves.) In 
any case, the new positions are well paired. 
Subcase b (see Fig. 9). The first vacancy in the sequence (3) occurs at 
b,,( -L) for some L 3 1. Since (a(O), a( - l),..., a( - L)) c U and ~(a) = a, 
b(-3) d-31 b(-21 at-21 bt-1) d-1) b o 
FIG. 9. The case o(a) = a and the first vacancy occurs at b,,( -3). 
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Lemma 6(A)(ii) implies o(a( -L)) = a( -L), hence a( -L) E V. Therefore 
we can and do 
Respond with a,,( -L) -+ b,,( -L). 
This response produces a position that can be thought of as being 
obtained by the following sequence of transformations (see Lemma 7): 
(a) An LLS on {b(O), b( - l),..., b( -L + l)}, vacating b,,(O). 
(b) An extension of G to include (b,, b,,). 
(c) A restriction of (T, by deleting (a,, a,,). This vacates a,,(O). 
(d) An RLS on {a(-l), a(-2) ,..., a( -L)}. 
Therefore the new positions are well paired. 
CaseII, (Figs. 10 and 11). Here the SR is ai(-l) -+b,(-1), but 
b,( - 1) is blocked. Therefore b( - 1) E U. But b # V, hence o(b( - 1)) = 
b( - 1). Consider the sequence 
a,,( - 11, bd- 11, d-21, M-21, d-31, M-3),.... (4) 
As above we will first show that there is a vacancy in this sequence. Here 
we examine the subsequence 
%( - 11, 4 -2L %(-NJ, 
where N is given by 0 < a( -N) < k. Assume (a( - l), a( -2),..., 
a( -N)} c V. Since a E V and o(a( - 1)) = a, Lemma 6(B)(ii) implies 
a( -N-- 1) E U, which is a contradiction since a( -IV-- 1) < 0. 
Consider then the first vacancy in (4), which occurs either at a,,( -L) or 
at b,( -L) for some L d N. 
Subcuse a (Fig. 10). The first vacancy occurs at a,,( - L). 
Respond with b,,( - L + 1) + uII( - L). 
We first show that this response is possible, that is, that there is a coin at 
b,,(-L+l). If L=l, then b,,(-L+l)=b,,, and the move A4 placed a 
coin there. If L > 1, then since b,( - l), b,( -2),..., b,( -L + 1) precede 
at-41 b(-31 at-31 b(-2) d-2) bklld-1) b (I 
FIG. 10. The case a-‘(a) = a( - 1) and the first vacancy occurs at a,,( -4). 
II 
at-51 bt-41 at-41 bG31 at-31 bt-21 d-2) b&II d-1) b o 
FIG. 11. The case o-‘(n) =a( - 1) and the first vacancy occurs at b,( -4). 
a,,( -L) in the sequence (3), it follows that (b(-1), b(-2),..., 
b( - L + l)} c U. Since o(b( - 1)) = b( - l), we can employ Lemma 6(A)(ii) 
to conclude that b( - L i- 1) E V. 
This response produces a position which can be thought of as an LLS on 
(a(O), a( -1) )...) a( -L + l)}, f o 11 owed by an RLS on (6( - l), b( -2),..., 
b( - L + l)}. Therefore the new positions are well paired. 
Subcase b (Fig. 11). The first vacancy occurs at b,( -L). Since the SR 
is blocked, that is, b( - 1) E U, we have L > 1. We know that (a(O), 
a( - l),..., a( -L + 1 )} c V and a(a( - 1)) = a(O). Therefore by Lemma 
6(B)(ii), a( -L) E U. 
Respond with a,( -L) -+ b,( -L). 
This produces a position which can be thought of as having been 
generated by the following sequence of transformations: 
(a) A LUS on (b( - l), b( -2),..., b( -L + 1 )}, which vacates b,( - 1) 
and fills b,( -L). 
(b) An extension of r~ by (b,( - l), b,,(O)). 
(c) A restriction of CJ by removing (ai( - l), a,,(O)). This vacates 
4 - 1). 
(d) A RUS on {a( -2), a(-3),..., a(-L)) which fills ai(-l) and 
vacates ur( -L). 
Note that o(u( - L - 1)) = a( - L) both before and after the two moves. 
In any case the new positions are well paired. 
This proves Theorem 5 and therefore also the main result (Theorem 4) of 
this section. g 
It would be of interest to find a shorter proof of Theorem 4. 
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